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the 16th colossus also reminds us of two other colossi in the game. the first is the 13th colossus, who is a giant bird
with a human's head. the head is a curious design, as it is not wearing a helmet. the bird itself is also very strange, as
it looks like an armadillo. this suggests that the head of the 13th colossus is not the head of a person, but rather the

head of a giant bird, or an armadillo. the second is the 15th colossus, who looks like a spider. this again suggests that
the head of the 15th colossus is more than just the head of a person, and also looks a lot like a spider. it's possible that
this is the head of the 13th colossus, and that the 15th colossus is the head of the giant bird. this would also mean that

the 13th colossus is a guardian spirit that is a giant bird, not a giant person. if this is the case, then it's interesting to
think that the 16th colossus represents the 16th guardian spirit, which is the guardian spirit protecting wander. this is
supported by the fact that the 16th colossus is the first colossus that the player encounters, and is also the colossus

that the player must defeat first. though the colossus don't give the player any meaningful information in terms of how
they work, the ending of the game is told entirely through the colossi, which makes their design all the more important.

the colossi are interesting because they're real, yet they're fictional, because they're so iconic. they form a bridge
between the player and the world of wander, and they're also a reminder that what wander is doing is all part of the

mythos of the world of wander.
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shadow of the colossusfor playstation 4 was one of my favorite games of the generation, and
that was before i played the ps4 remake that came out last year. i had a tough time getting

into the original shadow of the colossus; i wanted to like it but i just couldn't understand why it
was so unique. after playing the ps4 remake and seeing the game through fresh eyes, i was all

the more impressed by the game and by the challenges it presented. the remake is a huge
improvement over the original, and even the ps4 original should be replayed at least once.
despite its age, there is a lot to love about the ps4 remake of the acclaimed playstation 2

classic, shadow of the colossus. though initially released on the playstation 2 in 2005, shadow
of the colossusis a revered video game masterpiece with a cult following that still exists today.
now, the game is available on the playstation 4, and it runs and looks better than ever. with its
open world, roaming colossi and otherworldly setting, shadow of the colossusis an experience

that is best enjoyed right now. as we get closer to the release of shadow of the colossus'
playstation 4 remake, ign has been playing through the game to keep you updated with the

latest news and reveal new features. we've also put together a video of the game's first
colossus fight to walk you through the game's various colossus types. we've also got detailed
guides on how to hunt down and kill every colossus in the game, including the tricky colossus
3, colossus 8, colossus 9 and colossus 11. we also have explainers on all agro tricks, how to

find and use lizards and fruit and enlightenments, and where to find a the last guardian easter
egg and all shrine locations. 5ec8ef588b
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